3.8 ford

They needed an economy engine that would fit in their new cars, and they needed it fast. They
picked the Buick V6 because it was big enough for their mid-sized cars, but it had a very light,
rigid block with all the accessory drives in a lightweight aluminum cover, and it was a V6 so it
would fit in all their new cars. With this background in mind, the similarities between the two
engines become more obvious, along with a few differences. Take a look at the following
comparisons between the two engines:. This was the first time Ford had put the oil pump in the
front cover. The Buick measures 3. Our best guess is that Ford was willing to spend the extra
money for the aluminum heads to save some weight, because less weight meant better fuel
economy and that was very important during the time this engine was being developed. When
the 3. It has been used in most of their RWD cars since then, and it has found a home in all of
their FWD cars and vans at one time or another. There have been 10 distinctly different blocks
used for the 3. Some of the changes are relatively minor and others are pretty significant, but all
of them are specific to certain years and applications, so none of them can be interchanged.
The original block was unique because it had a two-piece, rope rear seal that required a slinger
on the crank and a corresponding groove in the block. It was an E2AE casting. In April , Ford
switched to a one-piece, rear seal, so the slinger on the crank was eliminated along with the
groove in the block. The new block was an E3AE casting. Everything else on the block stayed
the same, so most rebuilders combine both the E2AE and E3AE short blocks and sell them
under the same part number, even though they have a different rear seal. The cam thrust button
was replaced by a half-moon thrust plate as a running change very early in , so there were two
drilled pads added to the front of the block to accommodate the change. Look for an E4AE
casting. Ford installed the 3. They also added a balance shaft to cancel out the primary vertical
imbalance that was present in all of these engines. Both of these blocks are quite different than
any of the previous RWD castings because the 1 main was moved back about. There were also
two bearing bores added above the cam for the balance shaft, one in the front of the block and
one in the back of the block. These two blocks are easy to tell apart because they have either
FWD or RWD cast on both the front and the back of the block. Ford put a roller cam in the 3.
There was also a big boss added for a large hex plug that was located a half way back on the
passenger side and two inches up from the pan rail. Some of the plugs had a small 10 x 1. There
were several changes made to the RWD block in , too. The roller cam and chain tensioner were
added, so there were four more bolt holes in the valley and three more in the front of the engine.
Apparently, Ford decided they could mask the primary imbalance in the RWD cars by
underbalancing the engine and tuning the motor mounts, so they saved both the weight and the
expense of the balance shaft for the RWD cars until they finally put it back in the Mustang
engine in In , the FWD 3. The sides of the block were contoured around the cylinders, the bolt
bosses on the sides were revised, the pan rails were wider, and the supports between the pan
rails and the mains were much thicker. The deep, heavy duty, main caps like the ones that had
been used on the supercharged engines were installed on this block, too. All of these changes
were intended to reinforce the block and help reduce noise, vibration and harshness NVH. The
F68E block that came out in was replaced by the F78E in , but they were identical castings so
they can be used interchangeably. The RWD block was revised in , too. The sides of the block
were contoured around the cylinders and there were two ribs added on each side of the block
above the holes for the freeze plugs. The pan rails were reinforced, the supports between the
pan rails and the mains were thicker, and there were two ribs added on each side of the block in
the lifter valley. All of these changes made the block stronger and helped reduce NVH. The only
RWD blocks we have seen have all been F6ZE castings, but there are some F7ZE castings, too,
according to some other rebuilders, so watch for both casting numbers. The bolt holes were all
the same and this block still had the deep mains, so it can be interchanged with the F68E and
F78E castings. The RWD engine was used in the Mustang that was competing directly with the
Camaro and Firebird that came with the new Buick Series II V6 that had horsepower, so Ford
finally put the horse Windstar motor with the balance shaft in the Mustang to make it more
competitive. The block is the same XL3E casting that was used for 4. There were four long
spacers installed between the main caps and the windage tray that kept the crank from hitting it.
The XF2E casting was carried over into the model year, but the deep main caps were replaced
by the shorter ones. There are four spacers that go between the main caps and the windage tray
that move it down far enough to clear the crank and the rods. The XL3E block was carried over
from , but it had six, long, studded mains and the thick girdle that had a windage tray in the
middle. The FWD block is a 1F2E casting that has the short mains, but it has six studded main
bolts that are used for the stud girdle that has a windage tray in the center. This girdle is much
thicker than the earlier designs, so it clears the crank and rods without the spacers that were
used under the windage tray in It may or may not be the same as the XF2E casting. The Mustang
came with a 1L3E casting that had six studs for the thick girdle that had the windage tray in the

middle. There have been four different variations of the crank used in the 3. Each one is unique,
but some of the early ones can be converted into the later ones with a little machining. The
original 3. Look for a E2AE casting number on the crank. In April , Ford converted the 3. This
revised E3AE casting originally came with the shorter front main that measured 1. The length of
the front main was increased from about 1. Ford updated the crank in by adding rolled fillets on
the rod journals. We have only seen the F68E casting, but some rebuilders claim they have seen
F65E and F6ZE castings with the rolled rod radius, so watch out for all three of these castings.
There was another new crank in There have been two rods with four different identification
numbers used in the 3. These rods are all interchangeable, but the weight pad on the small end
of the F4DE is a lot taller than the earlier ones, so it may hit the bottom of some replacement
pistons. Be sure to check it out before hanging the piston. Ford switched to a powdered metal
rod with a cracked cap at the same time the new high output 3. It was longer, 4. This rod was
used in both the 3. There have been three completely different pistons and two versions of the
latest one used in the 3. The 3. It also had two shallow valve reliefs. The piston was revised in
when Ford switched to a different chamber to improve mileage and lower emissions. The new,
heart-shaped chamber was a lot smaller, so the cup in the piston was much deeper about 0. The
latest piston was an all new, lightweight grams vs. The compression height was reduced, too,
because the pin was moved up higher so the piston could be shorter and lighter. The new,
longer rod made up the difference. The piston was changed slightly again in The top ring was
moved up closer to the combustion chamber and the rings were narrower. Other than that, the
basic design of the piston stayed the same through There have been four distinctly different
cams in the 3. The original flat-tappet cam was the E2DZA. It had a hole machined in the front
that had a steel sleeve in it that centered the spring-loaded thrust button. The short snout had
an integral distributor gear machined on the front of it, and there was a cast, oblong flange with
two bolt holes in front of the first journal that was used to mount the timing gear. The cam
button was replaced by a thrust plate that was bolted onto the engine early in model year , so
the E4DZA cam came with a 0. The flat-tappet cam was completely different. The snout had to
be increased in length to make room for the gear that drove the balance shaft, so the front
journal was moved back about 0. The balancer gear, timing gear and distributor gear were all
keyed to the cam and bolted on with a special bolt and washer. This cam is a part number
E8DZA. Roller lifters were installed in the 3. There were two different profiles used during these
years. Ford added another roller cam when they put the 12 port, hp engine in the Mustang in
The balance shafts used in all of these engines were the heavy ones, because the pistons and
rods were heavy. They can be identified in three ways:. These balance shafts were lighter
because the pistons and rods both weighed considerably less. They can be identified in three
ways, too:. They weigh to grams with the drive gear and thrust plate installed on the front of the
shaft. There have been seven cylinder heads used on the 3. The original aluminum head came
with a conventional open chamber and gasketed spark plugs. Ford introduced a new head with
heart-shaped chambers and taper seat spark plugs in This new E4ZE casting was used all the
way up through The heads were revised again in They still had the heart-shaped chambers, but
there were three holes added above the intake ports for the injectors. So, they chose to put the
injectors in the heads for all of the 3. This head was also installed on the FWD Windstar in There
were some internal changes that added some horsepower, but most of it came from the new
heads and the split port induction system that was used along with them. The chambers were
opened up again, the exhaust ports were round and smaller for better exhaust velocity, and
there were six intake ports feeding three intake valves. These heads also had conical springs
with small, lightweight retainers. It was an interesting combination that worked good on the 3.
This head is a F65E casting. The RWD head was also modified in The exhaust ports were
slightly bigger and squared-off in the corners, the intake bolts were 6. This head still had the
conical springs and small retainers, too. There are no apparent external differences between
this head and the previous XF2E casting, so they appear to be interchangeable. The pictures
and captions illustrate many of the differences. The chart on page 42 lists the casting numbers
along with their distinguishing features and tells how they have been used for various
applications over the years, so it should all make sense. There are a few things every rebuilder
should know about these engines before deciding to rebuild them. A lot of the early heads
cracked on the outer flanges, just below the exhaust ports, because there was a radius that was
machined too small. Ford solved the problem by going to a bigger radius in when they revised
the head for port injection. It was the same thickness as the balancer gear 0. If the back of this
spacer is glass beaded, shot blasted, nicked or damaged in anyway, it will gall on the thrust
plate and cause an engine failure, so treat it with care. The holes in head gaskets for the FWD
and RWD engines are different because the coolant flow in the heads is revised, depending on
the application. These engines tend to blow head gaskets because the gasket is very narrow

adjacent to the fire ring on the back cylinders. The problem is aggravated by the coolant that
slowly wicks into the edge of the gasket and causes it to deteriorate over time. Rebuilders
should use only the head gaskets that have been approved by Ford to help avoid warranty
problems. The metal guides and holddowns that kept the lifters perpendicular to the cam were
replaced by a pair of plastic holddowns that did it all in They are interchangeable with the earlier
setup. The and up engines that have the cams with the long snout use a special bolt that has a
drilled oil passage along with a special washer that has slots to provide oil to the front of the
engine. Be sure to use the right bolt and washer to avoid tearing up the gears and the chain.
The rod bearings that are used along with the cracked rods that came out in are longer. There
was more room on the rod journal because of the new rolled radius, so Ford was able to
increase the capacity of the rod bearings by increasing their length. Ford has used only four or
six studded mains on the 3. The number of studs and their location depends on the year and
application of the engine. The following list is a good guideline, but rebuilders should always
check both the core and the application before selling one of these engines. We have seen
some FWD Continentals with a single stud on the passenger side of the 3 cap, but that may not
always be the case, so check the core before selling the engine or tell the customer he may
have to move the studded main. The big plug that screwed into it may or may not be drilled for a
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YouTube. Mi cuenta Ingresa Vender. The Canadian Essex was a pushrod design featuring
aluminum heads, which reduced its weight considerably and made it a very powerful engine for
its size. The engine was offered in two sizes, 3. The 3. The most commonly cited story is that the
Essex is a Ford Windsor V8 engine with two cylinders cut off similar to what Chevrolet and
Chrysler did to make their 4. Bore was It initially had a 2-barrel Motorcraft carburetor. Central
Fuel Injection was made available in Multipoint Fuel Injection became standard in The Police
Package Taurus, Lincoln Continental and Ford Windstar had a high-output version with better
cylinder heads and other modifications. The split port cylinder heads were introduced on the
Ford Windstar along with a variable length intake manifold. The Mustang version was updated
for with the split port cylinder heads originally introduced on the Windstar. These bumped

output up by 40 hp to hp. Carbureted and FI heads are different. Carb heads have larger intake
ports. FI ports are shaped similarly, but smaller. FI heads have the injectors stuck right into the
head, not the intake. There is a bulge in the top of the intake port for the stream from the
injector. The roller cam from the later 3. Several late 3. The RWD blocks have the Windsor bolt
pattern, but the bellhousing bolt holes are metric. The FWD 3. You can put a FWD 3. The front
cover, oil pump, and distributor drive still look remarkably similar to the Buick V6. Remove the
front cover, and the cam chain tensioner and front of the cam look remarkably similar to the
Buick too. Rod and main bearings are Cleveland size â€” 2. Rods are 5. The water pump has a
true scroll housing, matched by the front cover. It has a real impeller. It looks much nicer than
the 5. The oil pump looks to have about twice the capacity of the Buick V6. Nevertheless, the
ugly Buick oiling system suffices, even for the Grand National turbo motors. The
Cleveland-style oiling of the Ford V6 is much cleaner. Given that, and the big pump, oiling ought
not to be a problem for the Ford. Two heads from the same motor â€” one has. Valve lengths
are standard small block Ford, i. Same size as the 5. The block looks adequately strong on the
bottom end. You might want to weld or plug up some of the unused core holes on the deck
surface, though. Same with the heads. The calipers tell you it was designed in inches, then they
just used metric fasteners. The crank in the 4. The mains and balance are the same as the 3. I
am not sure on the deck height of the 4. I believe it is the same as the 3. Just swap in the entire
motor, or swap in the crank, rods and pistons and you have yourself a nice little stroker. Well
this is one way to put a 3. It is very similar to a 5. I used an 85 Mustang 3. If you already have a
C5 in your Ranger just change-out the bellhousing with a 3. The trans tunnel will have to be
relieved around the seam area to clear the bellhousing. If you have a body lift this may not be
necessary. It is the smallest housing for the V8 and should clear no problem. Like the 5. My
mounts came from the same 85 V6 Mustang. I had to cut out the pin that runs through the
mount. The crossmember is shorter on 2 wheel drive then the 4X, and will need a plate on both
sides hanging off the back of the crossmember and connecting to the frame. By using the
Mustang mounts I can just switch to the V8 mounts and swap in a 5. I had to use the stock
exhaust manifolds. I live in California and the smog laws require it to be unmodified, but they
worked just fine. The top of the passenger side frame
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had to be notched to clear the manifold and a gusset was welded in between the spring tower
and frame. It sounds like a little V8, and has plenty of flow. The radiator is just a 3 row Ranger
unit and cools plenty. My radiator shop says it will cool a mild V8 Fan is the stock Mustang.
Again I live in California and had to use everything that came out of the Mustang, processor and
all. Helm Publications, The 85 Mustang has throttle body injection. I had to use a frame mount
high-pressure pump and filter. Return lines had to be plumbed to the tank A fitting was soldered
to a short piece of pipe and put in between the filler and tank. The oil filter had to be relocated to
clear the steering gear. Newer SFI 3. DO NOT pipe thread these passages you could crack them
without knowing it. Aeroquip makes a standard thread o-ring fitting that works great! I had to
use the stock air filter housing CA. Smog laws again so the firewall up by the wiper motor had
to be relieved to clear. More Articles:.

